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Fashion & Retail

Fast or ethical?
Which fashion trend
to pick and why?
Dilruba Sultana
The race of getting trendy has
been never-ending. The world is
rotating not only by its momentum
but also by the continuous
alteration of fashion zests. From
the mid-nineteenth century
until now, the mass production
of clothes kept ascending at
the hands of fashion brands
and leaders of the industry. The
latest data inform us that we, as
consumers, consume 400% more
than we consumed 20 years ago.

safety precautions, health and
environmental hazards, female
worker abuse everything is less
considered under it when the goal
is only 'profit' and 'maximizing
profit'.

the workers, no child labor, safe
environment for both of the male
and female labor, paid leave and
health services, adequate safety
precautions and least amount of
damage to nature.

Ethical Fashion: Ethics should be
put into fashion. From seed to
selling, every stage of production
should have clearance, whether
it is harming the people, the

The ruthless pathway of fast
fashion: Here are some points
highlighting the detrimental effect
of cheap and quickly changing
fashion.

To meet this enormous demand,
the production side of fashion
goods is creating environmental
hazards. Additionally, by the name
of outsourcing at a cheap rate,
supply chains have been shackled
to minimal wage and poor working
conditions, which is drastically
inhumane in some cases.
This is what fast fashion brought
to our life; where questions keep
coming from the point of ethics.
So, ethical fashion emanated as a
reaction or as a solution to 'fast
fashion' devastation.
How to Define? Before digging
deep down, we should look at
the definitions of fast fashion and
ethical fashion.
Fast Fashion: Fast fashion
established 52 seasons instead of
4, focusing the largest amount of
cloth selling in the least amount of
time.
Cheap or child labor, poor working
environments, the least level of

Figure: Ethical fashion emanated as a reaction or as a solution to ‘fast fashion’ devastation.

planet and the animals as little as
possible or not. Thus, building safe
and sustainable living conditions
for future generations.
Ethical fashion teams up with
sustainable fashion, which has a
slight difference from the previous
one. Ethical fashion emphasizes
'living' not 'minimum' wage of

Environmental:
•	Liable for 10% or 1.2 billion tons
of global carbon emissions.
•	Responsible for 20% of water
waste globally.
•	Pollutes oceans, rivers and
stream waters heavily by
chemical wastes.
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Bangladesh fares well in
RMG export to US than its
competitors

RUNHE working to be a
well-established name in
Bangladesh textile industry

Fashion & Retail

•	85% of textiles are dumped
every year causing heavy
landfills.
•	Non-renewable sources are
getting depleted because of
over-usage
•	Animals like foxes, raccoons,
and wolves are killed for fabric
like Fur.
Societal
•	80% of apparel is made by
young women aged between
18-24
•	Forced and child labor is
evident in the rapid production
process.
•	Only 2%-4% of the price we pay
for clothes goes to the workers.
•	60-70 hours of working hours
per week generates only $300.
•	Female workers are paid less
than their male co-workers.
•	1 in 6 people is working in the
global fashion industry creating
a heavy labor percentage
dependent on it.
•	Vast tax breaks and lenient laws
& regulations are challenges for
developing countries
•	Working environments are
unsafe with no benefits or
protection
Big Brands' Fast Fashion
Practices:
1. H&M: The 2nd largest world
fashion retailer has failed to pay
a living wage to its 850,000
garment workers. This brand is
accused of neglecting the inhuman
working conditions of its workers
that caused more than 100 deaths.
2. SHEIN: The Chinese brand adds
500 products on its website at a
very cheap price causing textilemade landfills to be heavy. The
cheap rate raises questions about
its living wage policy.

3. BOOHOO: The British brand
was investigated by The Sunday
Times on one of its factory
workers who were making as little
as £3.50 an hour. Also, COVID sick
workers were compelled to go to
work. BOOHOO is claimed to be
one of the least sustainable fashion
brands in the UK.
4. FOREVER 21: This American
retail brand pays $4 per hour
which is less than the state's
minimum wage level. This brand
is accused of body shaming when
it sent diet bars to its plus-sized
customers.
5. URBAN OUTFITTERS: This
50-year-old American brand once
asked its employees to work on
the weekends for free to enhance
team-building activity! In 2020,
this brand was charged for stealing
an Australian indigenous artist's
design.
6. PRIMARK: "SOS messages"
were found in this Irish brand's
clothes written by one of the
Chinese workers, where it was
claimed that they were forced
to work 15 hours a day under
inhumane labor practices.
7. MISSGUIDED: Like BOOHOO,
this is another UK brand named
to be one of the least sustainable
brands in the UK. This brand
claims to be not only fast but also
rapid in fashion. 1000 new styles
per week are proof of the claim.
But what they avoid claiming is the
environmental detriment resulting
from this rapid fashion.
8. ZARA: Another secret message
was found in Istanbul, Turkey
in 2017 from the employees
who work under one of the
manufacturers of this Spanish
brand, saying they had to work
free before the manufacturer went
bankrupt.
9. VICTORIA'S SECRET:
America's most famous lingerie
brand is producing mostly from
unsustainable materials. This brand

is branded for using child labor
and sexual harassment of two
models who were fired just after
their complaint was made.
Ethical Fashion as a Solution: It
is high time to say goodbye to
fast fashion and embrace ethical
fashion to save the planet and
human rights. Below are some
points explaining why.
Ethical fashion emphasizes the
living wage of workers in every
stage of production.
•	Sustainable or environmentfriendly production is another
target of ethical fashion.
•	This fashion aims at better
working conditions and safety
assurance.
•	It encourages quality over
quantity.
For these reasons, ethical fashion
is costly indeed. But it never
exceeds the cost of lives, human
rights and the health of mother
nature. One thing we should all
care and that is, single purchase
at a high cost with high quality is
better than multiple purchases at
low cost with low quality.
Some Ethical Brands: The brands
mentioned here practice fair trade,
fair labor and many more as their
branding ethics. Important details
are included too.
BODEN, KOTN, PACT, BOODY,
PATAGONIA, TENTREE, ABLE,
EILEEN FISHER, TRADLANDS,
There are many in ques to be
called ethical fashion brands.
Each of them is sincere in their
fairness and transparency. All of
them are praiseworthy for their
efforts towards sustainability and
ethical practice. It is good news
for us that customers are getting
aware too. From 2018, the online
searches related to sustainability
and ethical fashion have increased
to 75%.
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R|Elan™
EcoGold with
CiCLO®– A
new revolution
in eco-friendly
fashion
Reliance Story
Reliance Industries Ltd (RIL),
India’s largest company, has
launched R|Elan™ EcoGold with
CiCLO® - a new fabric technology
having a unique chemistry that
enables activation of biomimetic
biodegradation process.
Ever increasing demand for
environment friendly products
from eco-conscious consumers
have enforced apparel brands,
fashion houses to seek a unique
chemistry that can provide a
biological solution to environment
related issues. R|Elan™ EcoGold with
CiCLO® fabric is designed to reduce
persistence of textile waste in landfills
and other related conditions.
Need for a solution to the
environmental crisis due to textile
waste accumulation
Today one of the major challenges
faced by the environment is the
accumulation of textile waste. In
the fashion industry, a majority
percentage of post-consumer
textile waste, weighing millions
of tons, end up in landfills. These
waste textiles can take up to 400+
years to decompose. In such a
scenario, it is extremely important
to be aware and take responsibility
to come up with new path breaking
solutions that can ensure reduction
of textile waste in landfills.
R|Elan™ range of fabrics from
Reliance Industries Limited offer
multiple possibilities with infused
technologies that bring about
special and lasting benefits in
the garment for the consumer.
R|Elan™ provides consumers nextgeneration fabrics that are in sync

with the latest fashion trends, and
fulfil their lifestyle needs as well.
R|Elan™ EcoGold with CiCLO®
fabric is the newest addition in the
R|Elan™ eco-friendly technologies
collection that enhances
sustainable fashion quotient.
R|Elan™ EcoGold with CiCLO® is
an innovative effort that will help
reduce the impact of unrecycled
textiles on the environment. This
technology enables microbes
living in the environment to break
down the materials and convert
them into basic elements like
carbon dioxide, water, minerals etc.
just like they break down natural
fibres. The chemistry used to make
the product is proven to be safe
for use in sustainable textiles by
OEKO-TEX ECO PASSPORT, an
independent certification system.
While unveiling R|Elan™ EcoGold
with CiCLO® for the fashion
industry, Mr Gunjan Sharma, CMO
– Polyester Division, RIL, said:
“Innovation and sustainability
are at the core of our R|Elan™
initiatives. To further strengthen
the core, we have introduced a
new path breaking solution in
sustainable fashion - R|Elan™
EcoGold with CiCLO® that will
help fight issue of textile waste,
conserve environment and at the
same time satisfy the consumer
needs of style and sustainability.
We are using one of the leading
CiCLO® technology of Intrinsic
Advanced Materials that makes
R|Elan™ EcoGold based fabrics to
degrade under specific conditions,
thus reducing the persistence of
textile accumulation in landfills.”
On the collaboration with Reliance
and R|Elan™ EcoGold, Mr Alastair
Drew, Intrinsic Advanced Materials:
“CiCLO® collaborated with Reliance
to make products that people love
and have a clear conscience about
the impact that those products
have on our earth. Together, we
will make a meaningful impact, one
step at a time. R|Elan™ EcoGold
will help apparel retailers globally
by giving them access to ecofriendly fibres that can be used to
make garments that will meet the

needs of conscious consumers.
R|Elan™ EcoGold with CiCLO®
reduces the impact of textile waste
on the environment. Now, get
ready to take eco-fashion to the
next level using R|Elan™ EcoGold
with CiCLO®.
About Reliance Industries Limited (RIL)
Reliance is India’s largest
private sector company, with
a consolidated turnover of INR
539,238 crore ($73.8 billion),
cash profit of INR 79,828 crore
($10.9 billion), and net profit of
INR 53,739 crore ($7.4 billion)
for the year ended March 31,
2021. Reliance’s activities span
hydrocarbon exploration and
production, petroleum refining
and marketing, petrochemicals,
retail and digital services. Reliance
is the top-most ranked company
from India to feature in Fortune’s
Global 500 list of “World’s Largest
Companies”. The company stands
55th in the Forbes Global 2000
rankings of “World’s Largest Public
Companies” for 2021 – top-most among
Indian companies. It features among
LinkedIn’s ‘The Best Companies to
Work For In India’ (2021).
About Intrinsic Advanced
Materials (IAM):
Intrinsic Advanced Materials (IAM)
is a joint venture formed in 2018
between Intrinsic Textiles Group,
a Silicon Valley start-up, and
Parkdale Advanced Materials, the
innovative fibers and yarns division
of textiles giant Parkdale, Inc., the
world’s leading manufacturer of spun
yarns. Our combined team is made
up of scientists, engineers and textile
industry veterans who are outdoor
enthusiasts and feel passionately
about protecting our planet.
IAM’s mission is to enable textile
manufacturers and brands to keep
making products that people love
with a clear conscience about the
impact that those products have
on our earth. There is a long road
ahead to solving the problem of
plastic pollution, but together, we
will make a meaningful impact, one
small step at a time.
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Denim trend is fast forward
with the fact of traceability
US Shampa
A perfect hanging Denim cloth in a store seems like
magic. But it’s much more than that. Because it has
the same story as an apple or a rose which needs
many human toils to bloom then poof!

particles is accurate. Still, this solution depends
on the potential to make significant changes
in circumstances of greenwashing trends and
sustainable products.

This elevated journey of a denim deal is needed
sustainability in terms of transparency about
products. So brands and retailers are collaborating
their efforts from cotton cultivation to worker welfare
by ensuring visibility and tracking of components—
including fibers, dye and trims to assist upstream
partners in proving provenance and quality.

Traceability also comes into play after the
consumer’s purchase. Here traceability is the lodestar
of a transparency initiative. It is a way of organizing
information of the earthly resources, the vast
human effort and ingenuity it takes to create even
something so small.
It is estimated that even if only 20% of jeans are
made out of recycled cotton, the whole process will
save up to 750 liters of water per pair of jeans. So
the Denim fashion is facing serious environmental
challenges.
Certainty about what components are in a pair of
jeans allows the garment to be recycled more easily
and effectively. As circularity enters the mainstream,
there is potential for suppliers to try to pass virgin
materials off as recycled inputs. Combatting this,
traceability validates that recycled materials are genuine.

Figure 1: Digital denim traceability is the solution to inform users
about the whole action of chains.

Because the anatomy of jeans includes numerous
components, from the fabric to trim such as thread,
zippers, buttons and rivets. And each of these
elements comes with its potential reputational risks.
So the customers want to track the journey of denim
from the farm to the closet hoping to restore the
inherent value by removing the magic with appreciation.
And hopefully, build some trust along the way.

Digital traceability is the solution
to inform users about the whole
action of chains. Its ability, together
with transparency, conceptualized
as an internal decision and assisted
by cross-sector collaboration are
found to be necessary to achieve
sustainability.
Extensive auditing is necessary to ensure that the
information corresponding to the microscopic

Labels can nominate suppliers and then prompt them
to avoid chemicals on the restricted substance list and
adhere to their corporate social responsibility guidelines.
Last year, Lane Crawford debuted sustainable fashion
popping with a social impact initiative to ensure
responsible habits. In partnership with blockchainpowered Lablaco, each garment offered a scannable
QR code where a fully traceable history – from who
previously owned the garment, where it has been
worn, the environmental impact of the purchase and
a digitized note from the original owner. It comes as
more consumers are growing aware of the ecological
consequences of fashion.
Dutch Cleantech Company has taken an initiative
partnered with The Movement with its blockchain
traceability solution app Aware.
Aware’s nanoparticle technology comes into play in
proving that the final jeans products are made out
of recycled material. More specifically, Aware can
trace the origins of the cotton used in production. It
claims to be the first technology in the world to trace
recycled cotton.
CertainT® platform tags test and tracks raw materials
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such as cotton and lyocell through each stage of
production— from spinning to dyeing, weaving
and cut-and-sew assembly. Materials are tagged with
a unique molecular tag and products can later be
forensically tested using a portable device at the yarn,
greige or finished product level to verify their legitimacy.
This added traceability is a valuable advantage for

D e n i m To d a y

communications of a product with the consumer by
touching the lives of many people: those who grow the
fiber and produce the yarn, fabrics, trims, and zipper.
Transparency starts with a Fabrication Facts tag.
Though some thinkers opine that it’s not good
for business to provide so much information to
customers but it’s the only way to do good business.

Intex South Asia International Business
Matching Week on 15-19 Nov
Textile Today Report
• International Textile Suppliers from 15 Countries & More
• Fashion Trends & Forecast for SS 22/23
• Interactive Business Forum Series
Intex South Asia International Business Matching
Week is being held from 15-19 November 2021
on Bee2Bee (www.bee2bee.asia), showcasing
international manufacturers and suppliers of
fibers, yarns, apparel and denim fabrics, clothing
accessories and allied services.
As one of the biggest and most established
international textile sourcing show of South Asia
having completed 7 successful editions in Sri Lanka
and Bangladesh and connecting over 1,000 global
textile suppliers with 25,000+ leading buyers from
30 countries and regions, Intex South Asia’s virtual
fair serves as a one-stop online sourcing platform
to help global manufacturers connect to discerning
buyers in South Asia and other international
economies and enable business opportunities across
the textile & apparel industry.
Bee2Bee is a smart and user-friendly virtual trade
fair and business matchmaking platform which has
already successfully arranged 4000+ B2B meetings
for 1200+ exhibitors and 10000+ buyers from 15
countries & regions till date.
With participation from India, Bangladesh, China,
Hong Kong, Taiwan, Thailand, Korea, Turkey, Pakistan,
Vietnam, UK and Spain - the Virtual International
Business Matching Week will fulfil growing demand for
innovative & trendy fabrics & accessories for one of the
largest apparel manufacturing region in the world.
With multiple pavilions being organized by trade
bodies including FIEO and SRTEPC, the Intex South
Asia International Business Matching Week is shaping

Figure: Intex South Asia International Business Matching Week is
being held from 15-19 November 2021. Courtesy: Collected

up to be a tremendously dynamic and vibrant event.
This international platform is endorsed by the KOTRA
Colombo, Taiwan Textile Federation (TTF), Malaysia
Knitting Manufacturers Association (MKMA),
Thailand Textile Institute (THTI), TEXMAS - Textile
Merchants Group, Joint Apparel Association Forum
(JAAF), Sri Lanka Apparel Exporters Association
(SLAEA), Sri Lanka Apparel Brands Association
(SLABA), Pakistan Readymade Garments
Manufacturers and Exporters Association (PRGMEA),
Pakistan Knitwear & Sweater Exporters Association
(PAKSEA), Bangladesh Garment Buying House
Association (BGBA), Federation of Indian Export
Organisations (FIEO), The Clothing Manufacturers
Association of India (CMAI), Confederation of Indian
Textile Industry (CITI), Tirupur Exporters Association
(TEA), The Textile Association (India), Synthetic &
Rayon Textiles Export Promotion Council (SRTEPC)
and many more.
For further information please visit:
https://intexsouthasia.com/virtual/
index.html
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Export Updates

Bangladesh fares well in RMG
export to US than its competitors
Staff Correspondent
With the reopening of the economy and
improvement in the COVID-19 situation in the
US, Bangladesh’s apparel exports to the country
increased by 28 percent to $3.7 billion during the
January-July period of 2021.

Bangladesh’s apparel export amount to US (in BN)
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According to the US Department of Commerce's
Office of Textiles and Apparel (OTEXA), Bangladesh’s
apparel export shipment to the United States of
America rose by 28 percent to $3.7 billion during the
first seven months of the year 2021, which was $2.89
billion in the same period a year ago.
Compared to its closest competitors, Bangladesh
fared well in exports performance. China, the number
one exporter of clothing products to the US, also to
the global markets posted a 24.33 percent growth to
$9.13 billion.

2.89

Jan-July 2020

Jan-July 2021

Association (BGMEA).
Meanwhile, the worsening of the COVID-19 pandemic
in Cambodia and Vietnam is another reason for the
rise in exports.

Vietnam, the second-largest exporter of the US after
China, recorded a 16.43 percent growth to 0ver $8 billion.

“As the COVID-19 pandemic hit Vietnam and
Cambodia badly this year, which was not in the
previous year, the buyers relocated orders to
Bangladesh,” Mohammad Hatem, first vice president
of Bangladesh Knitwear Manufacturers and Exporters
Association told the Textile Today.

Cambodia’s apparel exports to the US rose by 7.88
percent to $1.65 billion, which was $1.53 billion in the
same period of last year.
On the other hand, India, the next-door close
competitor saw better growth than Bangladesh and
witnessed a 33.10 percent growth to $2.31 billion.

On the other hand, we are providing quality products
at a reasonable price and ensuring timely shipment at
any cost even in the pandemic, said the business leader.

"Global retailers went slow to place work orders
due to the COVID-19 pandemic. But with the start of
vaccination, they started placing orders as the store
was releasing stocks,” Kutubuddin Ahmed chairman
of Envoy Textile, told the Textile Today.
On the other hand,
consumers are in buying
mode because of ease in
the COVID-19 situation.
As a result, buyers have
imported goods with
larger volume from the
second quarter of the
year and it pushed the
exports earnings up, said
Ahmed, also a former
president of Bangladesh
Garment Manufacturers
and Exporters

3.7

We are very hopeful in retaining the growth as
the COVID-19 situation is better here and we are
providing all-out support to workers' health safety
and they are working, said Hatem.
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Reactive Dyes and Dye Intermediates
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ZERO WASTE
MANUFACTURING

SHREE PUSHKAR CHEMICALS & FERTILISERS LTD
301-302, 3rd Floor, Atlanta Centre near Udyog Bhawan
Sonawala Road, Goregaon (E), Mumbai - 400 063, India
MOB: +91 8657 4091 50, PHONE: +91 22 4270 2525
E-MAIL: nnm@shreepushkar.com
WEBSITE: www.shreepushkar.com

Figure 1: Mofazzal Hosen Pavel (Right), MD, Dongyi Sourcing Ltd, and Tareq Amin, Founder &
CEO, Textile Today signed for the cooperation on behalf of the respective companies.

Dongyi Sourcing and Textile Today
to work for steering innovation
AH Monir
Dongyi Sourcing Limited (DSL)
teams up with Textile Today for
steering innovation in the textile
and apparel industry.
In the signing program on 8
September at its premises
Mofazzal Hosen Pavel, Managing
Director, Dongyi Sourcing Limited,
and Tareq Amin, Founder &
CEO, Textile Today signed for
the cooperation on behalf of the
respective companies.
Amzad Hossain Monir, Manager,
Business Development and Md.
Eousup Novee, GM-HR & Strategy of
Textile Today were also present there.
Textile Today, the leading
global textile media platform in
Bangladesh appreciates Dongyi
Sourcing Limited (DSL) for its
contributions towards Textile
Today Innovation Hub.
DSL is a prominent readymade
garment buying agent and

exporter with a vision to deliver
world-class service, quality
solutions and value-added
services to end products for the
textile industries on a global level,
beginning from fabrics to fashion
through the market knowledge,
experienced sourcing professionals.
By 2025, DSL has a vision to be a
$100 million worth company.
Mofazzal Hosen Pavel said, “We
have started our journey amid
the pandemic. It was our main
challenge to keep the business
forward in such a troubled time. I
will gratefully thank my dynamic
team. As they made this journey
possible with their assistance.”
“We have focused and invested
in design and development. We
have a design team in UK besides
Bangladesh. We have very good
R&D and a design team. Who are
working relentlessly to ensure
quality and on-time product.”

“The beginning was not easy for us
to move forward with business as
Bangladesh and across the world
went for long-term lockdowns.”
“After June 2020, we didn’t have
to look back. And continuing to
move forward,” he added.
DSL Bangladesh offers product
sourcing, production and quality
assurance.
The company has cooperated with
prominent international buyers
such as NEXT (UK), Cencosud
(Chile), Crew clothing (UK), ASOS
(UK), Biedronka (Poland), MLSE
(Canada), Tequila Tromba (Canada),
Jeanologia – Walmart (Canada)
DSL is associated with top-rated
factories (Woven, Jersey and
Knitwear) in Bangladesh that
are highly organized, qualified, for
quality and on-time products, and of
course, compliance certified. It has a
few green-certified factories as well.
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Steering Innovation

It has a dynamic, talented, and wellexperienced team and a great office
structure, including fabric sourcing,
garment technology and compliance.
Design and product development
is the founding principle of Dongyi
Business has been built on.
Joining Textile Today Innovation
Hub
By partnering with Dongyi
Sourcing Limited, ‘Textile Today
Innovation Hub’ will expand to a
larger scale to bring innovations in
the textile and apparel industry.
Textile Today Innovation Hub has
been working on various industrial
projects in a systematic approach
to find out the solutions. The
solutions that can help the textile
and garment industries to become
more sustainable.
Tareq Amin said, “These signings
are really a milestone for the

Figure 2: Textile Today and DSL’s prominent team leadership and members graced the
signing ceremony.

Bangladesh textile and apparel industry.
As it signifies that the companies are
willing to drive innovation to achieve a
superior position not only locally but
also globally.”

Joining Textile Today Innovation
Hub, Dongyi Sourcing Limited
believes that the industry will
experience a new change in the
garment sourcing process, fabric
sourcing, development and research
team works and other processes.

Amin added, “In the initial stage
of the pandemic when everybody
was losing business, Mofazzal
Hosen Pavel started his Dongyi
Sourcing Limited at that very
moment. Which is truly amazing.
Showing his vision and confidence
to drive forward. I would say, this
courage is required throughout the
RMG industry.”

Being a part of this ‘Innovation
Hub’ Textile Today Associates will
not only support the platform to
function effectively but also the
Associates will be able to utilize the
knowledge, communication and
networking leverage of the platform
to position them in the markets as
an innovation-driven business.

Norsel Textilmaschinen AG
NORSEL AG, Switzerland

Reduce the number of human error caused of hand writing on grey fabric.
Saving fabric wastage by decreasing of marking size.
No more re-working because of lost information on the fabrics.
No mix up of fabric roll and easy sorting.
Full control of fabric inventory.
Track and trace fabric roll through all textile process.

www.norsel.com
BD hotline: +8801760385555

C o l l a b o r a t i o n To d a y

Fineotex enters into a deep collaboration
with Eurodye-CTC for Indian market
Eurodye-CTC to transfer all its Indian business to Fineotex and
collaborate for technology transfer too
Fineotex Story
Fineotex Chemical Limited has entered into a
strategic collaboration with Eurodye-CTC, Belgium,
to commercialize specialty chemicals for the Indian
market. With this exclusive tie-up for the Indian
region, Fineotex will add to its portfolio specialized
pre-treatment and dyeing products for the cottonsynthetic and woolen fiber/fabric/yarn along with the
existing Indian business operation of Eurodye-CTC
with several well-known corporate accounts for their
very specialized products.

Choudhuri, CEO of Fineotex Chemical Limited.
“We are excited to have a competent and formidable
partner like Fineotex which has strong distribution
channels across India. The entire range of our
products can perfectly blend into the sustainable
textile value chain for India” said Michel Leclerc,
Managing Director, Eurodye-CTC.
Aarti Jhunjhunwala, Executive Director of Fineotex
Chemical Limited, said, “It is with immense pride
that we join hands with Eurodye-CTC. Fineotex
and Eurodye-CTC complement each other, and our
collaboration will ensure that textile companies can
procure their entire range of products and services
from a single source.”
Jhunjhunwala added, “Additionally, the textile
industry has received a huge boost from the Indian
government. Our collaboration with Eurodye-CTC
will ensure that all our textile customers benefit from
products that have green chemistries. Fineotex is
committed to the cause of the planet and people and
the cutting-edge research department of EurodyeCTC is known to be mindful of the environment and
ensures maximum conservation of earthly resources.”
Fineotex Chemical Limited is a global leader of speciality
chemicals headquartered in Mumbai India. Fineotex is
a leading speciality chemical producer with a market
leader position in the international textiles industry.

Eurodye-CTC as a partner brings to the table cuttingedge and specialized insight from the European
perspective, due to their deep four-decade-long
experience in research and development.
Additionally, the collaboration includes technology
transfers apart from channelizing Eurodye-CTC’s
existing business through Fineotex, under this synergy.
Eurodye-CTC, at its end, will capitalize on Fineotex’
special technical services for its existing customers too.
“Fineotex’ partnership with Eurodye-CTC will greatly
benefit our textile customers. As the Indian textile
industry gets ecologically sensitive and moves
towards greener and sustainable chemistry, we are
sure that the globally certified products of EurodyeCTC will find a huge demand from Indian companies.
Eurodye-CTC has REACH registration, Bluesign
certification & GOTS 6 certification for a large selection
of its product range. We hope to take this partnership
to other countries in the near future,” said Arindam

The company has entered the next phase of growth
by diversifying into growing home care and hygiene
products, and drilling specialty chemical segments.
On the basis of market capitalization as on March
2021, Fineotex ranks at 828 amongst companies
listed on NSE.
The business is well-diversified across key
international textile hubs such as Brazil, Germany,
Turkey, Bangladesh, Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand,
USA and Vietnam. FCL’s objective is to leverage
Fineotex and Biotex’s strengths to expand its market
share across existing and new customers in both
Indian and international markets.
Eurodye-CTC group is a world-renowned European
brand for specialized textile auxiliary manufacturer
with footprints in 60 countries. Eurodye-CTC offers
a rich selection of products which meet international
quality standards like REACH registration, GOTS,
Bluesign, Green screen, which ensures that its
formulations are free from any harmful ingredients.
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Fashion & Retail

Matt Miner to
Join Walmart
as Global Chief
Ethics and
Compliance
Officer

News and Analysis

Huntsman Corporation to set up
a bonded warehouse at AMEZ
Textile Today Report

Textile Today Report
Recently, Walmart announced
that Matt Miner has been
appointed as executive vice
president and global chief ethics
and compliance officer.
Miner, with more than 20 years of
compliance and legal experience,
will lead the company’s global
compliance program and report
to Rachel Brand, Walmart’s
executive vice president of global
governance, chief legal officer,
and corporate secretary.
Also, he is absolutely thrilled to
join the business. He can see
this as an opportunity unlike
any other to tackle complex and
diverse issues as part of a truly
extraordinary company.
Miner comes to Walmart from
the Washington office of Morgan,
Lewis & Bockius LLP, where he
served as Partner and Leader
of the Washington White Collar
Litigation and Government
Enforcement Practice.
In this role, he advised numerous
companies on building and
enhancing their compliance
programs. He also represented
clients in connection with a
wide range of government
enforcement matters.

Figure: Projected view of Abdul Monem Economic Zone.

Abdul Monem Economic Zone
(AMEZ) is the second private
sector economic zone to
receive final approval from the
Bangladesh Economic Zone
Authority or BEZA. The zone is
situated 37 km towards the east
of Dhaka city adjacent to DhakaChattagram highway near the
Meghna-Gumti Bridge. Recently,
Huntsman Corporation (HUN),
a well-known chemical supplier
in the Bangladesh textile sector,
has decided to set up a bonded
warehouse in the Abdul Monem
Economic Zone.
HUN has leased five acres of land
from Abdul Monem Economic
Zone. In the first phase, HUN will
invest USD 20 million, which is TK
170 crore in Bangladeshi currency
(TK 85 per dollar).
Mohammad Harunur Rashid, an
adviser to the Abdul Monem
Economic Zones Authority, said,
"The US Company’s investment
in the pandemic was certainly
positive. Other investors will
also be interested to see it. The
design of Huntsman Corporation's
factory has already been finalized.
Construction of the factory will
start from next month.”
Later, HUN will set up a factory to
produce chemicals with raw materials
imported from abroad. HUN will get
duty free facility for the import of raw
materials which HUN has to keep in
the bonded warehouse.

HUN will manufacture chemicals
used in the textile industry,
especially softeners and
detergents at the bonded
warehouse. Traders in the
Bangladesh textile sector now
import these raw materials from
China, India, and Europe which
takes them a lot of time, costs
and more. So it is expected that
Bangladesh's textile sector will
benefit if it can take chemicals
from HUN.
Abdullah Al Mamun, Co-President
of BTMA, said to media, “If
Huntsman Corporation imports raw
materials from abroad and produces
chemicals here, it will be good for
textile traders. However, if Bonded
Ware House sells finished products
there, it will be a hoax”.

If Huntsman
Corporation imports
raw materials from
abroad and produces
chemicals here, it will
be good for textile
traders. However, if
Bonded Ware House
sells finished products
there, it will be a hoax”.
Abdullah Al Mamun
Vice President, BTMA
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Figure: Walmart announced that Matt Miner has
been appointed as executive vice president and
global chief ethics and compliance officer.
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Ruhul Amin, Country Manager,
Ningbo Runhe High-Tech
Materials Co., Ltd.
From the very beginning of our
journey in Bangladesh. I had a
vision, that RUNHE will be a wellestablished name in Bangladesh
textile industry.

RUNHE working to be a
well-established name in
Bangladesh textile industry

Bangladesh is an important market
for us as it is one of the top
garments producing country. And
Runhe gives its utmost importance
to it capture more and more
market share. And now, I can say
that Runhe Chemical’s a wellknown name in Bangladesh.
The Company develops and sells
textile pretreatment-dyeingfinishing Auxiliaries and other
quality products. And finishing
is our main strength – providing
quality products to our customers.

Runhe Chemical operates
around 14 countries. And we
have a strong supply chain
and provide products in only
10-12 days.
The company has a target to
increase its sales volume in
Bangladesh by $4 million by 2021.
Although, COVID-19 was a wakeup
call for the whole textile value
chain. On the positive note, Runhe
Chemical Bangladesh have not
experienced a nose dive in its
business in the pandemic. Rather
we are witnessing a steady growth
in sales volume.
For instance, in pre-pandemic
time, our chemical products
sell was around $2 million, now
it is going to increase from the
previous year.
In Bangladesh market, Runhe
Chemical has a good product
range and we are especially strong
in textile finishing – softener,
silicon softener, wetting and

Figure: Ruhul Amin, Country Manager, Ningbo Runhe High-Tech Materials Co., Ltd.

detergent, etc. – knit dyeing,
woven, washing in addition, we
have developed water repellent
chemical products, which is ZDHC
level 3 certified product.
We ensure a good support for our
customers. For any difficulties we
provide immediate assistance.

Sustainability is one of
Runhe Chemical’s top
priority. Runhe takes
the premise of "quality
first" and conforms to
the development trend of
"green and environmental
protection".
It has internally operated ISO9001
and ISO14001 management
systems for many years, and has
passed OHSAS18001 intellectual

property system certification;
products have passed bluesign,
GOTS, OEKO-TEX certification ;
Products have passed SGS, ZDHC
hazardous substance testing,
and have continuously won the
honorary titles of high-tech
enterprises, provincial research
institutes, high-tech enterprise
research and development centers,
Zhejiang science and technology
enterprises, provincial well-known
trademarks, China's well-known
trademarks, etc. Ten invention
patents. With the establishment
of post-doctoral workstations and
enterprise expert workstations,
it is a powerful promoter of the
introduction and R & D projects
of Runhe material talents. Also we
have other top level certifications as
well. We will strive our business with
mutual cooperation of our customers
as a renowned global brand.
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Associations' Activities

KiK finances Covid-19 vaccines
for RMG workers in Bangladesh
Textile Today Report
German clothing discounter KiK recently donated
towards the purchase of Covid-19 vaccines for
garment workers in Bangladesh.
The donation was made through the Bangladesh
Garment Manufacturers and Exporters Association
(BGMEA), which will be forwarded to the Ministry of
Health and Family Welfare, BGMEA said in a press
statement on Tuesday.
The donation is part of KiK’s social responsibility
program as a long-standing partner of the garment
industry in Bangladesh.
BGMEA President Faruque Hassan said, “The garment
industry serves as the most important pillar of the
Bangladesh economy. This sector has suffered
tremendously from the effects of the Covid-19
pandemic and continues to do so to this day.”
Earlier in July, Bangladesh launched a vaccination
program for its RMG workers.

BGMEA seeks Spanish investment
in non-cotton and technical textiles
Textile Today Report

BGMEA seeks support of BD
Embassy to expand apparel
exports to US market
Textile Today Report
BGMEA President Faruque
Hassan and Vice President
Miran Ali met with
Bangladesh Ambassador
to the USA M Shahidul
Islam in Washington D.C on
September 10.
Figure: BGMEA President
During the meeting BGMEA
Faruque Hassan and
President Faruque Hassan
Vice President Miran Ali
met with Bangladesh
sought support and
Ambassador to the
cooperation of the Embassy
USA M Shahidul Islam
in Washington D.C on
in promoting bilateral trade
between Bangladesh and the September 10.
USA, including increasing
apparel exports to the US market.

He also requested the envoy to assist in exploring
avenues of attracting investment from US
businessmen and non-resident Bangladeshis in textile
industries in Bangladesh, particularly in the noncotton segment.
Faruque Hassan expressed thanks to Ambassador
M Shahidul Islam for his support and endeavor
in ensuring a positive bilateral trade relation of
Bangladesh with the USA.

Bangladesh Garment Manufacturers and Exporters
Association (BGMEA) recently sought Spanish investment
in manufacturing non-cotton and technical textiles.
BGMEA President Faruque Hassan made the call during
a meeting with the Spanish Ambassador to Bangladesh
Francisco de Asís Benítez Salas at the apex apparel
body’s office in Dhaka, according to a statement.
BGMEA Vice President Shahidullah Azim also
attended the meeting.
The trio discussed various issues, including the
progress made in implementing workplace safety and
social and environmental sustainability of the local
readymade garment industry, added the statement.
Apprising the priorities of the RMG industry, the
BGMEA president stressed the production of valueadded apparel items made from man-made fibre
(MMF) and innovation in product development and
process optimization.
He highlighted the potential of the industry and the
need for industry upgrading, particularly in skills
and efficiency enhancement areas, technological

Figure: Francisco de Asís Benítez Salas receiving a token gift from
BGMEA President Faruque Hassan.

expertise, and diversification of products, especially
those produced from non-cotton.
Hassan sought support from the Spanish embassy
regarding the potential of foreign investment in noncotton and technical textiles and high-end apparel items.
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